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Abstract
College student success is a major issue today in high-

er education, employment, government, and policy circles. 
There is an enhanced and critically urgent call to action, 
with a renewed emphasis on student success. It is com-
pounded by the “degree and dollars” disparity—as the num-
ber of students with a college education is not as high as it 
should be, and college student retention rates are not as high 
as any educator would want them to be. This gap is even 
more pronounced in college student success among vari-
ous racial and ethnic groups resulting in unacceptably large 
dropout rates, reduced capacity for career sustainability and 
the destructive debt associated with this unattained goal. As 
a result, student success may be the most critical issue fac-
ing higher education today. 

The focus of this presentation is to provide a forum to 
dialogue and determine how to provide access to instruction 
and services that will enable many more students to fulfill 
their postsecondary aspirations. A review of the current lit-
erature findings, as well as spotlighting program initiatives 
from several higher educational institutions will be offered 
as a framework to assess capacity and readiness. A design 
strategy by Starfish/Hobsons, Inc. will be offered as a cor-
nerstone on assessing and building a rubric around core 
readiness principles (as adapted from Deliverology in Prac-
tice, Barber, Rodriquez, and Artis, Corwin Press, 2016).

Ideally, the conversation can provide access to better un-
derstand what constitutes, supports, and carries forward 
(undergraduate) student success; to help identify strengths, 
weaknesses, and priorities for our programs and institutions.
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